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Agenda
• GÉANT and the GÉANT Network
• The GÉANT Trust and Identity Services
• 1. eduroam
• 2. eduGAIN
•

Onboarding User Communities through
the AARC project

• 3. eduTEAMS
• 4. InAcademia
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Provides an open, innovative and trusted information
infrastructure for the European knowledge economy
and to the benefit of society worldwide
A membership Association for Europe's National Research & Education Networks (NRENs)

GÉANT Association
Coordinates and participates in EC-funded projects
Under Horizon 2020 the financial instrument for implementing the Innovation Union, a
Europe 2020 flagship initiative aimed at securing Europe's global competitiveness
Operates a pan-European e-infrastructure with connections to all regions of the world
GÉANT network
Manages a portfolio of services for research & education
EduX
Organises and runs community events & working groups
TNC, task forces & special interest groups
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GÉANT is a Membership Association
GÉANT Association supports and represents over 40 NRENs across Europe.
Together they support over 10,000 institutions and 50 million academic users.
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Public Internet

GÉANT and R&E partners
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Planned network
(not definite!)
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International Connectivity
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GÉANT Services:

Secure Trust & Identity services

Protecting privacy and enabling secure access to services

eduroam - secure global roaming access service 250+ million authentications per
month in 101 territories. This is a federated service
eduGAIN - interconnects identity federations around the world, simplifying access to
content, services and resources ~ 3500 identity providers accessing services
InAcademia - Lightweight student validation service protecting student privacy

eduTEAMS - Making managing virtual teams easy
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eduroam
Linking students to the global community
A secure global roaming infrastructure for research and
education:
users authenticate locally and
get online in eduroam-enabled locations
A global network of users across 101 territories.
More than 2 billion international authentications
and counting
A worldwide success story :
Millions of users in more than 100 territories worldwide,
eduroam has been an amazing success story and an
example of research and education collaboration.

eduroam.org

@eduroam
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CAT: Configure your mobile
device to use eduroam:
https://cat.eduroam.org/

NEW
eduroam Managed IdP
service to simplify
onboarding of smaller
institutions

eduroam monitor:
Monitor the status of the RADIUS servers and related
infrastructure:
https://monitor.eduroam.org/
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• eduroam

• Roaming Operators:
• Algeria, Lebanon, Morocco, Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, UAE

• Pilots:

• Egypt, Jordan, Kuwait, Tunisia

• Aim: eduroam in all countries and at all institutions!

• eduroam Managed IdP

• Focusing on smaller organisations that lack technical capabilities to have deploy IdP
• Outsources the technical setup of eduroam IdP functions to the eduroam Operations Team
• Already available in 20 countries; no charge to Roaming Operators.

• eduroam CAT

• Configuration tool

• eduroam Companion App

• Where’s the nearest eduroam access point?

• eduroam Visitor Access

• Service from Dutch NREN, SURFnet
• Enables institutions to provide temporary eduroam access for visitors

Service outreach option:
• Local Deployment
• Capacity Building / Training
• Sharing of Best Practices
• Marketing Material
13
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The inter-federation service
eduGAIN inter-connects Identity Federations enabling Identity Providers and Service
Providers of different federations to authenticate users worldwide:
● Expands the user base to tens of millions.
● Enables national service providers to offer their service worldwide without percounty agreements
● Enables secure Single Sign On services to global research and educational
resources
● Collaborates with REFEDS to improve federated access standards and security

November 2019:

* 68 Active Federations
* 7 Candidate Federations
* 5790 entities

eduGAIN.org
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eduGAIN
Identity Providers, Service Providers and Discovery Service
Identity Provider

Service Provider

The system component that authenticates a user (e.g.
with username and passwords) and issues identity
assertions on behalf of the user who wants to access a
service protected by a Service Provider.

The system component that evaluates identity
assertions from an Identity Provider and uses the
information from the assertion for controlling
access to protected services.

Discovery Service
The Discovery Service service, also known as "Where Are You From (WAYF)" service, lets the user choose
his home institution from a list and then redirects the user to the login page of the selected institution
for authentication.
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The key benefits of eduGAIN
Enabling secure Single Sign On services to global research and educational resources

Institutions

Service Providers

eduGAIN enables Institutions to
support access to thousands of
services globally.

Publishers, Research infrastructures and
Cloud service providers can leverage a
worldwide authentication service.

Students and Researchers
eduGAIN lets Students, Researchers and Staff access
online services and resources using their Home
Institution account, improving the user experience
and security and reducing the costs and complexity.
17
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The big picture
about
eduGAIN

The eduGAIN inter-federation service connects identity federations around the world,
simplifying access to content, services and resources for the global research and
education community. eduGAIN comprises over 60 participant federations connecting
more than 5,000 Identity and Service Providers.
18
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eduGAIN MDS, how does it work?
Federations’ upstream feed
Participating Federations provide a
metadata aggregate of entities to be
exported to eduGAIN
The eduGAIN feed
Federations’ metadata aggregates are
picked up, validated and aggregated in
the so called eduGAIN feed
Signing & Distribution
The eduGAIN feed is signed with the
eduGAIN key and distributed through
the eduGAIN MDS:

http://mds.edugain.org/edugain-v1.xml
19
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REFEDS Production Federation Map

https://refeds.org/
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• eduGAIN

Service outreach options:
• Local Deployment
• Capacity Building / Training
• Sharing of Best Practices
• Marketing Material

• Interconnects identity federations around the world, simplifying access to content, services
and resources for the global research and education community.
• eduGAIN technology involves a “metadata service”, which regularly retrieves and aggregates
information from participating federations about Service and Identity Providers, and makes
this information available to federations
• Participants:
• Algeria, Morocco, Oman, Saudi Arabia

• Candidates:

• Lebanon

• Aims:

• ID Federations in all countries, and all eduGAIN participants!
• All institutions members of national ID Federations, and maximal Service Provider membership
21
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Onboarding User Research Communities to federated AAI
( Authentication and Authorization Infrastructure)
22
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The AARC project
• Two EU projects: 2015-2017 and 2017-2019
• Mission:

• Support the adoption of federated AAI by Research Communities: Support Community Use
Cases in Federated AAI
• Define
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Common architecture blueprint
Guidelines
Best practices
Trainings
Policies
Specific Use Cases : Libraries
Developments – Advanced Use Cases
Pilots

• Support Community Use Cases in Federated AAI
• Overall: very successful, left important legacy to build upon within the Research
Community
• Project Web Site: https://aarc-project.eu
• AARC in action: pilots: https://aarc-project.eu/aarc-in-action/
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Onboarding
User
Communities
to eduGAIN
and federated
AAI
• The AARC
project 20152019
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LIGO-Virgo

LIGO-Virgo
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Cherenkov Telescope Array Observatory
-

CTA is an international collaboration on high
energy gamma rays astrophysics - Based on
arrays of Cherenkov telescopes
- Data acquired in Spain and Chile

-

Total amount of data to be stored : around 27
PB/year
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EISCAT_3D
• Radio Astronomy Infrastructure
aimed at studying in 3D the Earth
Ionosphere and Atmosphere
• Volumetric imaging and tracking
• Interferometric Imaging
• Greatly Improved sensitivity

• AARC pilot implemented a
prototypal portal to access EISCAT
data based on federated AAI
starting from their IP-based
access portal
https://portal.eiscat.se/schedule/
schedule.cgi

https://eiscat.se/eiscat3d/

• From IP-based AuthN/Z to SAML
27
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The AARC Libraries use case: EZproxy as an Access Mode Switch
• Leveraged SAML
support features of
EZproxy to
implement a hybrid
publishers SP access
model for libraries
• Moving the libraries
community away
from IP-based
AuthN/Z to embrace
federated access to
publishers/resources
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eduTEAMS
• Leverages eduGAIN federated identities to support Virtual Organisation (VO) collaboration; access
also via some commercial IdPs

• Enables teams to be created and managed flexibly and securely.
• Provides consistent access and sharing polices across VOs.
• Single Point of Management for community
managers to add and remove users and services.
• Focus currently on Europe but important to
understanding global interest
Service outreach options:
• eduTEAMS is currently focused on Research
Collaborations based in Europe - Requests for service
outside Europe to be considered on a case-by-case
basis.
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A service to enable use of
federated identity
management in research &
academic collaborations

Partner for any e-Infra or
Research Infra including
“long tail”, informal groups

Components

Characteristics

•
•
•
•
•

• Full implementation AARC Blueprint
Architecture
• Single- and multi-tenant options
• Sustainability and strategic partnerships

Proxy & Identity Hub
Membership Management service
Discovery Service
Metadata Service
Second Factor Authentication (Pilot!)

31
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https://www.eduteams.org
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• Users sign into services with their community identity via
eduTEAMS
• Users register once and access any service (available to
their community)
• Reduces complexity for Service Providers by providing
one integration point for all services
• Integration with GÉANT, EOSC and other communities
and/or eduGAIN services

32
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What is InAcademia?
• Service to validate whether an end user is affiliated with academia

The real-time, digital equivalent of asking a student to show their student
card to access or buy discounted or specialist services and products
• Builds upon eduGAIN to consume federated academic identities
• End users authenticate in the same way as to other federated services
• Provides merchants with a quick, easy, reliable and secure way to verify
academic identities
• Reduces burden for Identity Providers and Federation Operators in
onboarding service providers, especially the long tail
• It is privacy preserving and helps with GDPR compliance
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What problems are we trying to solve?
• For many organizations offering simple services, joining R&E identity
federations presents a barrier. Such organisations have difficulties to deal
with complex and diverse environment in eduGAIN
• Identity federations need to invest effort to support them in order to make
use of federated identity
• Enhance privacy by minimising the release of personal data to third parties

What opportunity does this bring?
• R&E Identity federations and eduGAIN established to support the R&E community
• Academic identity is now global and has a value to the non-R&E world

• This enabled commercial organisations (merchants) to build successful
businesses from the value of the academic identity
• These companies make significant profit without contributing back to the
community from which the capability comes
36
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Target Audience
• Potential customers:
• third-party merchants (service providers) outside the GÉANT
community’s existing customer base who require only a simple ‘yes/no’
validation response
• not marketed towards students, support services are only offered to the
merchants themselves

• Such third parties could be either:
• non-commercial (therefore, eligible to use the service free of charge), or
• commercial/retail organisations (who would be charged to use the
service)

To serve these markets we introduce two editions: 'commercial' and
'community'

37 |
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Value Proposition for R&E Identity Federations
For Federation Operators InAcademia provides:
• a lighter weight option for Service Providers (SPs):
entry-level, low-maintenance alternative using federated identity
• extends eduGAIN, adding value to the existing ecosystem
• incentive for identity providers to join eduGAIN
• reduction in support load: we take care of the administrative, technical and
support burden of onboarding services

Value Proposition for Institutions
•
•
•
•
•

provide a privacy preserving way to prove affiliation
hassle free for students
reduce GDPR risks due to limited attribute release (‘Yes/No’ attribute)
add value to the existing ecosystem
reduce support load: we take care of the administrative, technical and support burden of
onboarding services
39 |
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Summary
• InAcademia is a service to validate whether an end user
is affiliated with academia
• Has value for NRENs, Federation Operators, IdPs, SPs,
and end users
• Two editions: Commercial and Community
• We have conducted the business pilot on production
grade infrastructure and did due diligence on business
and legal requirements
• Proposed pricing and roll out strategy
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To provide an open, innovative and trusted information
infrastructure for the European knowledge economy and to the
benefit of society worldwide

Thank you
mario.reale@geant.org
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